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ABOUT US 

 
TERMINOLOGY 

J Michael Consulting (JMC) was founded in 2011 with a focus on 
public health informatics, including the following areas of expertise: 
 

• Laboratory Informatics 
• Surveillance Informatics 
• Data Standards and Interoperability 
• Project and Program Management 

 
Hands-on experience at public health laboratories and agencies at 
local, state, and federal levels allow JMC staff to support diverse 
informatics projects ranging from internal small-scale 
implementations to large, cross-agency national programs. 

Connecting discrete systems on a technical level does not achieve 
full interoperability. These systems must share data or ‘talk’ with 
each other in meaningful ways. This semantic interoperability is a 
principal goal of any informatics project. 
 
Terminologists - experts named for the standard terminologies 
upon which this shared language is based - ensure that successful 
data exchange extends beyond transport and storage. 
 
By defining the content and structure of electronic data, 
terminologists ensure an unambiguous understanding between 
sender and receiver.  Terminology needs cross traditional 
boundaries in project teams and tasks. Often serving as 
translators between technical solutions and business needs, 
terminologists work to identify what data what should be  
sent and how it should be structured. 
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Adoption of data standards is key to interoperability.  Conformance with agreed upon structures and data types provide frameworks for 
organizing electronic information while standard vocabularies provide a common language.  The diverse landscape of health informatics 
encompasses transmission of clinical, environmental, animal and newborn screening data.  The need to share this information with multiple 
partners for many different projects results in a growing number of reporting and surveillance requirements and with it, the need for 
extensive terminology expertise. 

JMC terminologists possess expert knowledge of a variety of data standards. Moreover, they help develop messaging standards and profiles 
through active participation in standards development organizations (SDOs).  We then help individual messaging partners constrain these 
profiles, ensuring both compliance with prevailing standards and the flexibility to meet the needs of the organization.  JMC terminologists 
bring the unique experience of having implemented published specifications for both the sender and receiver across multiple use cases in 
public health and clinical care settings.  

JMC staff draws upon the in-depth experience that can only be acquired from hands-on work at local, state and federal levels. Our broad 
experience provides an understanding of the intricacies of existing projects and business needs as well as a continued awareness of common 
practice and policy in the broader informatics ecosystem. 

JMC terminologists are well practiced in the application of data standards, including gap analysis and mapping, to specific implementation 
profiles, mapping guides, and standard terminologies.   

JMC terminologists are also committed to the standards development community.  JMC is an HL7 organizational member and our 
terminologists have contributed to new HL7 implementation profiles, including HL7 v2 LOI and LRI, CDC Message Mapping Guides and new 
LOINC term submissions.  

DATA STANDARDS 

ELR 

PHLIP 

LIMSi 

CDC MMGs 

NDBS LOI/LRI 

PROFILES 

 
ETOR 

ELR 

ELSM 

LRN 

Case Notification 

USE CASES 

 LOINC 

SNOMED CT 

ICD-9, ICD-10 

UCUM 

CPT 

PHINVADS 

Local Codes 

HL7 Version 2.x 

Version 3 Clinical 
Document Architecture 
(CDA) 

FHIR 

XML 

DATA 
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Validation is a vital activity in the successful implementation of any data exchange project.  Extensive testing with trading partners ensures 
that the correct information is reliably transmitted, and that internal validation tools identify and respond to message errors as expected.  
Validation is often one of the most time consuming, yet important tasks in the project lifecycle. 

JMC terminologists have experience with an array of electronic data exchange validation activities and methods.  Our staff are experienced in 
the development of comprehensive testing plans that include the scenarios needed to ensure that trading partners can appropriately send 
transactions based on standard specifications and systems can properly consume the transactions received.  

JMC staff have extensive experience with validation of HL7 messages across a variety of use cases and data exchange initiatives.  Knowledge 
of data standards and a practiced hand allow for not only manual verification of message content and structure, an important initial step, but 
also confirmation of automated testing results.  Further, as translators between ‘tech’ and ‘business’, JMC terminologists are well versed in 
providing validation results with clear instructions for any needed modifications made in terms appropriate for the intended audience.  

Our terminologists have also provided expert feedback for clients implementing new and mature messaging standards, including reading, 
deconstructing, and analyzing structured health data messages, as well as aiding in creating messages to a specification.  JMC terminologists 
bring their testing and validation expertise to data exchange projects, helping to achieve semantic and syntactic interoperability. 

 

 

 

 

  

VALIDATION 

Test Plan Creation
Identification and 

documenation of Test 
Scenarios

Creation of initial message 
'mock ups'

Manual Validation
Confirmation of field and 

vocabulary mappings, 
datatypes, and HL7 best 

practices

Automated Validation
NIST

METS
In-house Rhapsody validators

Validation Feedback
Documentation of validation 
results with clear next steps



 

 

 

The Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) vocabulary specialists at JMC understand the complexity of updating or 
implementing a new lab system. Our team is equipped with real laboratory benchwork experience and recognizes the importance of 
analyzing current and future state workflows. We realize that gathering requirements early in the process leads to a strong foundational 
understanding of how a lab system will be configured. 

Laboratory systems encompass a diverse set of local data dictionaries that serve as the base in which tests are configurated.  The more 
evident dictionary sets include the laboratory test name, method, specimen and results.  However, many other less noticeable data sets help 
make up the backbone of a lab system. These include patient race, ethnicity, gender, county, symptoms, and visit reasons. JMC specializes in 
mapping local data dictionary sets to standard terminology coding systems such as LOINC and SNOMED to enable the LIMS to communicate 
effectively with other systems through standard messaging languages.   

Our terminologists are fluent in the HL7 messaging standard yet understand the structure and content requirements as defined in vendor and 
program specific specifications. Our team has experience working with various LIMS, electronic health record (EHR) systems, and other public 
health surveillance systems. JMC understands that each system has different business needs and requirements. Having experience on both 
the sender and receiver sides of the transaction enables us to efficiently format, validate, and troubleshoot system-to-system HL7 interfaces 
to fit the needs of all project stakeholders.   

    Integration Engines: 
Mirth 
Rhapsody 

   HL7: 
ADT, ORM, ORU, DFT 

   Receiver Requirements: 
Public Health, CDC, EHR 

    Validation 

 Test Configuration 

 Data Dictionaries 

  Vocabulary Mapping: 

LOINC 
SNOMED 

  Functional Testing 

Systems: 

STARLIMS 
OpenELIS 
Orchard 

Gap Analysis 

Requirements 

LIMS 

LIMS 

 

DEFINITION 

 

DATA EXCHANGE 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW ARE WE DIFFERENT? 

• Trained laboratorians and epidemiologists
• Experience working at state and local levels of government, in clinical laboratories, 

and with EHR vendors

EXPERT STAFF

• Core team of JMC terminologists that coordinate and share knowledge internally
• Projects selected with attention to individual past experience

THOUGHTFUL WORK

• Terminologists that are an integral part of the project team
• Appreciation of how terminology activities integrate into the broader project

DEEP BENCH

• Preservation of methods for future use
• Standard set of documents and templates used between projects

STANDARDIZED APPROACH


